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The Limits of ‘Landaverde’

BY ADAM LEITMAN BAILEY AND DOV TREIMAN

When in mid-2004 the New York Court of Appeals came down with ATM One, LLC v. Landaverde,1 it clearly knew that it was stirring a hornet’s
nest of controversy.
That the Court was affirming an already controversial holding of the Second Department did nothing to lessen the controversy because the highest
court’s ruling staked out entirely different theoretical
territory, clearly inviting many questions as to what
the scope of this decision was to be.
Early commentaries2 and cases3 construing this
decision recognized that Landaverde would be applied to more than it addressed, but there was no
agreement on what the limits of Landaverde’s reach
were to be.
With the passage of two and half years, there is
still no agreement on a conceptual framework for
defining Landaverde’s limits, although we are beginning to see as through a mirror, darkly, the outlines
of some borders.
By its terms, Landaverde addressed one of the
most common concepts of landlord-tenant relationships, the “notice to cure,” by which a landlord requires a tenant to stop a purported violation of the
lease on pain of lease termination and eviction.
Landaverde’s notice was in Nassau County, under the Emergency Tenant Protection Regulations
(ETPR)4 regulating tenancies in several communities in several suburban counties. These regulations
differ in several regards from the closely related Rent
Stabilization Code5 applicable inside New York
City, but not significantly when it comes to notices
to cure.6 By its terms, the Landaverde rule is simply
that under the ETPA, when a landlord sends a 10day notice to cure by mail, five days must be added
for a total of 15 days.
‘Landaverde’ Extended
Landaverde itself is silent on the question of how
far it is to be extended, with the exception of its statement, “By its terms, of course, CPLR 2103 applies
to pending actions, and we therefore do not extend
its applicability to the commencement of summary
proceedings.”7 That is the single place that Landaverde discusses what its full reach is to be. Interestingly, although alluding to it, no reported cases have
quoted that passage.8
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No sooner had Landaverde come down, than
lower courts were extending its holdings beyond
notices to cure under the ETPA. Notable in this
controversy were cases like Wing Lee Realty, Inc.
v. Man Yee Yon9 where lower courts held that any
time mailing was a “component” of service upon a
notice, one would have to add the five days for mailing.10 By its terms, Wing Lee was about a notice to
quit under Real Property Actions and Proceedings
Law (RPAPL) Â§713, which opens with the words,
“A special proceeding may be maintained under this
article after a 10-day notice to quit has been served
upon the respondent in the manner prescribed in
Â§735 . . . “ The Â§735 in question is the RPAPL’s
service statute for summary proceedings, that statute which at the time of Landaverde was used for
“the commencement of summary proceedings.”
So, while the Court of Appeals refused to extend
Landaverde to Â§735 for the purposes of commencing a summary proceeding, cases like Wing Lee extended it to those situations where some other kind
of notice is borrowing Â§735’s service methods.11
Particularly in light of the quoted language from
Landaverde itself, clearly the better view is that five
days are not to be added for service effected by nail
and mail.12
Other places tenants have sought to apply Landaverde have included commercial proceedings,13
Mitchell-Lama proceedings,14 reminder notices
under the Â§8 programs,15 nonprimary residence
proceedings, personal use proceedings, termination
notices,16 and as in Wing Lee, supra, non-landlordtenant proceedings under RPAPL Â§713.17
Question of Brevity of Time
A simple look at the list of proceedings should
make apparent that not all of the notices in issue are
10 days in length. This brings us to an important
point in our analysis of the Landaverde cases - the

question of brevity of time.
Landaverde itself appears to require the full 10
days because it sees an urgency to the situation.18
Naturally, one questions whether there is the same
level of urgency if the notice in question is for 30
or even 90 or 150 days.19
However, in one of the rare appellate rulings on
the extensibility of Landaverde, the Appellate Term
for the First Department has held the five-day rule
inapplicable to Golub notices.20 In dicta, that
same case declines to extend the rule to anything
other than notices to cure. However, in Kerrin Realty Corp. v. Cruz,21 there is a termination notice
with only a seven-day period. Clearly from an “urgency” point of view,22 this is even more so than in
Landaverde and the court does find the addition of
five days for mailing therefore required.
New York City Notices to Cure
It is now settled law in the Appellate Term First
Department, inside the city of New York, that Landaverde extends its reach to notices to cure under
the Rent Stabilization Code as well as such notices
under the Emergency Tenant Protections under
which it was decided.23
This is too readily assumed to be a foregone conclusion, however. Landaverde itself speaks of the
necessity of the plus-five-for-mailing rule in order
to effect the “regulatory purpose to provide tenants
a 10-day opportunity to cure and would lead to
unpredictable results.”
However, no matter how short the service is
inside New York City, the tenant will always have
more than a 10 day opportunity to cure because
once the summary eviction proceeding is brought,
even if the tenant loses, the tenant is given an additional 10 days to cure after judgment.24 One
could readily argue that the fact that New York
City has such a statute when the rest of the state
does not makes Landaverde readily distinguishable
and inapplicable within New York City.25 Yet, the
Appellate Term decisions have unanimously ruled
that Landaverde applies inside New York City,
without reportedly considering the effect of RPAPL Â§753(4) on their logic.26
The Future
There is a need to finding out if Landeverde is
really about urgency. Does it only apply to notices
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where the real effect is that the occupant has a very
brief time to do something serious? We need an appellate answer to that question. Until then, all sensible attorneys, just to keep their bases covered, should
be adding five days for mailing everything.
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